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Poldina pro is a rechargeable table lamp, with contact charging base, painted aluminum body,

polycarbonate diffuser and LED light source.

The lamp is switched on and off by a touch button located on the top of the diffuser; with the same button it is

possible to dim the intensity of the luminous flux and adjust the color temperature of the light, choosing

between 2700 and 3000K. The lamp also has a dimmer memory function (when the lamp is switched on, the

light intensity will correspond to that previously set) and an IP65 degree of protection which makes it suitable for

both indoor and outdoor use.

Battery life is guaranteed for more than 9 hours.

The lamps with gold, chrome and silver finish are not recommended for continuous outdoor use.

Available on request:

customized painting with RAL colours and logo pad-printing service (with minimum ordering quantities).

Accessories:

- Multi-contact charging base (max 6 pc) - LD0350RP

- Multi-socket USB charger (8xUSB) - LD0340RA

- Replacement battery pack BAT04703706701900

CODE COLOR

LD0340A3 Avio blue

LD0340B3 White

LD0340BFA Silver leaf

LD0340BFO Gold leaf

LD0340F3 Red

LD0340G3 Sage green

LD0340M3 Dark green

LD0340N3 Dark grey

LD0340P3 Pink

LD0340R3 Rust

LD0340RFR Copper leaf

LD0340S3 Sand

LD0340X3 Bordeaux

DIMENSIONS AND HOLES

Dimensions Ø 11 - h 38 cm / Ø 4,3 - h 15 in



ILLUMINOTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Source LED

Type SMD

Total Watt 2,2 W

Lumen lamp 192 - 200 lm

Colour temperature 2700 - 3000 K

CRI >80

Dimmer TOUCH dimmer

Autonomy 9 hours

Lamp life about 450 charges

ILLUMINOTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Voltage 220-240 V

Frequency 50 - 60 HZ

Battery lithium battery (18650/2200mAH*2) INCLUDED - REPLACEABLE

Charge 6 hours

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Thermal dissipation passive

We reserve the right to change the specifications of our product. For the latest information on the product visit

www.zafferanoitalia.com
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